Public Consulting Group

"Since 1986, PCG has been both witness and catalyst to dramatic changes in the public sector. The velocity and breadth of reform are accelerating as local, state, and national governments confront mounting pressures due to economic constraints, relentless technological advances, socio-demographic trends, and intense policy differences around the role of government. Our firm’s deep subject matter expertise is currently deployed to support clients to reform health care, public education, social welfare and human services systems representing a quarter of our nation’s Gross National Product. PCG assists public administrators to improve their organizations’ efficiency, effectiveness, and accountability, with capabilities few firms can match.

Four major principles continue to guide us: respect both our clients and competitors; commit to teamwork and fair play; maintain a focused public sector perspective which deepens our knowledge and offers insights for innovative breakthroughs; and embrace performance-based compensation where we accept a financial risk to live up to our promises. These principles have aligned our interests with those of our clients - we hold them to be universal across the United States and internationally. Although we cannot imagine a business model which demands more of a firm and its people, neither can we envision a better alternative for the challenges confronting the public sector in the years ahead."

William S. Mosakowski  
Founder & CEO of Public Consulting Group, Inc.
Public Consulting Group (PCG) is a leading provider of management consulting services to state, county, and municipal governments across the U.S., with a growing presence in Canada and Europe. Our initial expertise in health care now extends to human services, public education, and government information technology. We remain passionate in our commitment to the public sector and focused on delivering proven results.

Because PCG has dedicated itself to the public sector, the firm has a deep understanding of the legal and regulatory requirements and fiscal constraints that often dictate a public agency’s ability to meet the needs of the populations it serves. We have helped numerous organizations to maximize resources, make better management decisions using performance measurement techniques, improve business processes, improve federal and state compliance, and improve client outcomes.
In a challenging economic climate, a government agency sees increased demand for its services even as its resources shrink. PCG Health and PCG Human Services professionals use their in-depth programmatic knowledge and regulatory expertise to help state and municipal health and human services agencies expand program financing options available from public and private sources, reduce or contain costs, improve business processes, and promote improved client outcomes. We have helped numerous agency clients to receive federal reimbursement for qualified programs and to avoid unnecessary and erroneous overpayments.

**PCG Health**

PCG Health helps state and municipal health agencies to respond optimally to reform initiatives, restructure service delivery systems to best respond to regulatory change, maximize program revenue, and achieve regulatory compliance. We use industry best practices to help organizations deliver quality services with constrained resources. PCG Health offers expertise in strategy and finance, revenue cycle management, and payer support services.

“PCG’s team of consultants has assisted DHCFP staff in completing several critical projects required as part of the health care reform implementation. Not only would we contract with them again, we have amended their contract in order to continue using their services for the next phase of implementation projects.”

Charles Duarte
Administrator
Division of Health Care Financing & Policy
State of Nevada
PCG Human Services

PCG Human Services helps state, county, and municipal human services agencies to achieve their performance goals in order to better serve populations in need. Our seasoned professionals offer proven solutions to help agencies design programs, services, and systems; increase program revenue; cut costs; and improve compliance with state and federal regulations. PCG Human Services is a proven national leader in management consulting services for state Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) programs, state child welfare and juvenile justice programs, workforce investment boards, Social Security advocacy management, early childhood programs, and state Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Programs (SNAP).

“PCG was responsible for us receiving over $300 million in TANF contingency funds. It saved the state budget… Yes, we highly recommend PCG.”

Stanley Stewart
(former) Deputy Director
Michigan Department of Human Services
“What we’ve been able to do, with PCG support, an integrated model of literacy and leadership development, and differentiated professional development over time, is really noteworthy. It’s directly impacting classroom and school practices, which often doesn’t happen with PD initiatives.”

Dr. Margaret Arbuckle
Director
Maine Content Literacy Project

PCG Education

PCG Education offers consulting solutions that help schools, school districts, and state departments of education to promote student success, improve programs and processes, and optimize financial resources. Our consulting approach and innovative technology help educators to make effective decisions by transforming data into meaningful results. Our special education data management systems - EasyIEP™, GoalView™, and iep.online™ - serve more than 1.4 million students across the U.S. Our consultants have helped school districts to recover more than $2.5 billion in federal Medicaid funds.

PCG Education
Public Focus. Proven Results.™
PCG Public Partnerships

PCG Public Partnerships was initially formed to provide assistance to the Robert Woods Johnson Foundation’s national pilot demonstrations in self-determination. The practice area offers a rich array of fiscal intermediary and related administrative services to public agencies and participants seeking to develop participant-directed services and supports. PCG Public Partnerships services persons with developmental disabilities, children identified with serious emotional disturbances and their families, adults and elders at risk of nursing home placement, and children and adults in protective services.

Participant direction programs can be statewide, regional, or county-based. Since public agencies are increasingly faced with the conflicting goals of providing more service flexibility with heightened financial accountability, PCG Public Partnerships has developed proven systems to maximize both goals. The practice area builds each program to meet the needs of each state, while satisfying the most current demands of the federal Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services and Internal Revenue Service.

“[Self-direction has] given us a lot of opportunity to dream a bit and see what’s possible. It’s a brilliant plan and we are so glad that we got the chance to pioneer it.”

Valerie H.
Mother of a participant in Wyoming
PCG Technology Consulting

PCG Technology Consulting offers a full spectrum of quality IT services to help government agencies at every stage of the IT life cycle. Services include IV&V and Quality Assurance, enterprise and technical architecture assessments, project management, procurement support, requirements definition, feasibility studies, application development, management consulting, disaster recovery and business continuity planning, security assessments, and infrastructure support services. The addition of these IT services puts PCG in a unique position to be able to offer clients specialized IT services with a programmatic perspective provided by our other practice areas.

Leisa Rackelmann
SOMS Project Director

“The California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation (CDCR) contracted with Public Consulting Group (PCG) to perform a business process analysis and feasibility study report that led to the formal authorization of the $450 million Strategic Offender Management System (SOMS). PCG currently provides SOMS with Project Management delivered by a highly qualified team. I cannot say enough about the quality of work and the effort the PCG team has brought to this project as they have assisted CDCR with each go-live stage.”